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Ql: Answer by True or False and correct the wrong sentences for ten only (20 marks)
1- The flow rate for the level ofservice (LOS) is F is higher than that for LOS is E
2- Traffic congestion occurs when traffic demand is higher the highway capacity.
3- Traffic demand sometimes become higher thah traffic capacity.
4- Time headway is less than gap headway.
5- Clear spacing is less than space headway.
6- According to the fundamental diagram: for each traflic density, there is only one corresponding speed
value.
7- Thejoumey traveled by trams is usually higher than that travelled by trains.
8- Running speed is usually higher than joumey speed.
9- Typical range for peak hour factor is varying between 0 and 2.
10- Buses provide door to door transport service.
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I 1- Travelway is wider than

Q2)Tramc v。 lumc data has bcen collcctcd for 10 min lmc intcⅣ als as shown bclow  (25 marks)

Period 7:30-7:40 7:40-7:50 7:50-8:00 8:00-8:10 8:10-8:20 8:20-8:30
Passenger cars 220 280 300 280 300 ０５́う

‘

Trucks 20 ５́ 30 く
， 10 10

1) Find the hourly volume, flow rate and peak hour factor.
2) Estimate the traffic hourly volume in units of pcu,/hr assuming that the pcu equivalency factor is 1.5
3) Estimate average time headway for the time peri od 7:40-7:50
4) Ifthe average density is 20vetr,/km, estimate average traffic speed during the hour.

Q3) Answer the following: (30marks)
G市cn that thc capacity of a highway is 2400 vch/1u and thc specd at capacity(Optimum specd)is 601a1/1■

r

estimate the following:
1- Traffic speed when the flow rate is 1300 veMr
2- Traffic density when the flow is zero
3- Flow rate when speed is 75km/tr
4- Traffic speed when density is 30 veVkm.

Q4) A)Answer two onlv: (25 marks)
1) Define: highway median, right ofway, cross slope, space mean speed, and time mean speed.
2) What are the types of highways? Answer with showing a graph.
3) What are the advantages for highway shoulder? List five only.

B) Five vehicles are traveling at similar speed of 80km./hr, and similar clear spacing of 30m. Given that the
length of each vehicle is 5.0m. Estimate average time headway, flow rate and traffic density.
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Good Luck
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4-Trafflc spccd、vhcn dcnsit)is 30、 cVkm.
Answer

QmaX=u■ ki/4

U←二60*2=120kln
均=2400*4/(120)=80vch/b

l)q=L kj― фu2

1300=u.80‐―(肺 u2

U2-120u-1950=0

A=1,B=‐ 120,C=‐ 1950

_B tt vB2_4AC

2A

Lzo+'lTro2ii*lsso
2*1

ul=100.62 nhr

u2=19.38 km/hr

2- trafficdensity when the flow is zero: K{i "-- k= =
3-flow rtte when speed is 75km/hr

q=u.kj――(:pu2=75.80- (f晏 ,)752=2250 vch/hr

4-Trafflc specd、vhen dcnsity is 30 vel1/1un.

u=uf― (1)k =  u=120-― (tttl)30=75b/hr

ヽ

Q4) A)Answer two only: (25 marks)
l) Define: highway median, right of way, cross slope, space mean speed, and time mean speed.

o A median is the section of a divided highway that separates the lanes in opposing directions
o The right of way is the total land area required for the construction of a highway
o Cross slope is an element of highway cross section and used to prevent water from staying on the

pavement surfaced and penetrate through the pavement materials.
o Space mean speed: A statistical term denoting an average speed based on the average travel time t-

vihicles to traierse a segment of roadway. \t-
n

u' =ii-E
tJi-l\u.)

o Time mean speed (spot speed): The arithmetic average of speeds of vehicles observed passing a

point on a highway; also refened to as the average spot speed. The individual speeds of vehicles
passing a point are recorded and averaged arithmetically.
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